Anti-nuclear group organizes at SIU

By Deb Browne

About 250 persons who gathered Wednesday in the Capital Building in Springfield, Ill. to show their concern about the dangers of nuclear fusion ended the demonstration with a peaceful chant of "This Land is Your Land." Among them were about 10 persons from Carbondale, including those in the fledgling SIU-C Prairie Alliance, an anti-nuclear group.

Thomas Mareckiowski, an unclassified graduate student with a major in forestry, organized the group shortly after the accident occurred in the reactor on Three-Mile Island in Pennsylvania. Members of the Shawnee Solar Network have also joined the fight against nuclear power.

Rendleman resigns from SIU Board

By Donna Kunkel

Staff Writer

After serving on the SIU Board of Trustees for a slightly more than one month, David Rendleman, a Carbondale surgeon, resigned as a trustee Thursday to avoid what he thought could be a "conflict of interest." Harriah Rowse, chairman of the board, announced Rendleman's resignation at the board meeting at the SIU School of Dentistry and the Capital Building, a deposition for University funds. He is also a clinical associate professor at the SIU School of Medicine.

In the letter submitted to Thompson, Rendleman wrote, "To avoid ever the remotest appearance of conflict, I have regretfully come to the decision that I should resign. This decision is made to preserve the integrity and reputation of the Board of Trustees and to enable me to continue to build responsibilities to my family."

Rowse said it was with "regret" that he announced Rendleman's resignation. "It was regretful for Dr. Rendleman's interest in the welfare and future of Southern Illinois University," Rowse said. "His own integrity cannot be questioned and his services will not be missed."

Rendleman replaced Margaret Blackshear, former secretary of the board, as of March 1. Blackshear director of political action for the Illinois Federation of Teachers, was not reappointed to the board because the governor said he thought her involvement with the IFT was a "conflict of interest."

Blackshear served on the board for six years.

Rendleman did not attend Thursday's meeting and he was not present at the March 9 meeting. He did attend an early morning meeting held March 9 to discuss the developments in the search for a chancellor. However, he could not stay the entire board meeting later the same morning because he had to perform a previous scheduled surgery.

Rowse said he did not know when the governor would name a replacement for Rendleman but he hoped it would be before July 1. To make any decisions, a quorum of the board must be present.

Rowse said that if a new appointment is not made before July 1, some board members are planning vacations—it could cause difficulties in achieving a quorum.

Rendleman could not be reached for comment.

Matthews' trial set for Monday

By Sean Fernandez

Staff Writer

The long-awaited trial of Student President William "Brock" Matthews will take place at 8:30 a.m. Monday in the Vermilion Room of the Student Center, according to Senator Mary Haynes, a plaintiff in the trial and one of the authors of the articles of impeachment.

Matthews was impeached by the Student Senate in November on charges of dereliction of duty and failure to fulfill the eligibility requirements.

"I am not ready to reveal the name of the trial," Matthews said Thursday. He added that he "more or less has his defense prepared."

Matthews also said he has not yet decided if he will petition the board to close the hearing to the public. According to the Student Government by-laws, the board or the defendant can request a closed hearing for "substantially less probable reasons." The J-Board will decide whether or not to comply with such a request.

Matthews said he will petition that the trial remain open to the public. "But, I am afraid that it will turn into a witch hunt if it is open. The J-Board may just close it," Haynes said.

"The Saluki patrol was there (at the trial)," Haynes said. However, the J-Board was forced to call off the trial because it did not have a quorum. One member disqualified himself from hearing Matthews' trial because of his relationship with Matthews.

Eleven members will hear Monday's trial. Seven are required for a quorum.

The trial has been delayed because Matthews has requested to replace the member who resigned.

Three-car accident

Two people were injured in a three-car accident that occurred Thursday evening on Pleasant Hill Road, east of Wall Street. One victim was Mike Baker, (above) a computer science major at SIU. Baker was taken to memorial Hospital of Carbondale, where he was treated and released.

Gus Bode

Gus says it's probably more appropriate to have Garrick's trial on Easter Monday than on Good Friday.
Chancellor candidates to be reviewed in July

By Ray Robinson

Current plans call for the SIU Board of Trustees to hold a meeting to review six candidates for chancellor on July 12 and to begin negotiations with the selected candidate sometime thereafter, committee chairman Keith Sanders told the Daily Egyptian, June 30.

The original target date for selecting a chancellor had been July 1, but Sanders told the Daily Egyptian that it was unlikely that the date could be met. "I think there could be real problems," board Chairman Harris Rowe told Sanders after he presented the new timetable. "But if things work right, it might well be met." Sanders said he has been presenting the tentative timetable to the board on the recommendation of Frederick W. Hansen, the Washington, D.C.-based Presidential Search Consultation Service, a nonprofit organization that advises universities on how to conduct searches for presidential administration.

Hansen visited Carbondale April 2 and advised the search committee to formulate a list of ten candidates for the chancellor position. Sanders said there were currently 40 active candidates for the position, with 103 candidates for the chancellorship. In addition, 103 people have been contacted and await to see if they will be final candidates or are in the process of deciding what to do with the opportunity.

The deadline for applications and nominations is Monday. The council will meet Tuesday to review the list of applications and nominations of candidates to 20 to 40 names.

Secretary of the board and the search committee will meet on May 15 to reduce the list of active candidates to eight to 12 names. The council will also conduct a site visit on May 16-17 at the residence of the final candidates. Sanders said the council would consider the input of the members of the media, the board, and the community.

Sanders mentioned once again the need for confidentiality in conducting the search. He said any member of the selection committee who violates that confidentiality can be dismissed from the committee, subject to the approval of the board.

Weather damsps S-Senate turnout

Neither rain nor sleet nor snow nor death of the night is supposed to keep the public from coming out to support their elected officials in the election. The weather was bad enough to keep only 12 senators showed up for the House of Representatives meeting Wednesday night. Sixteen senators turned up for the meeting. The business which the senate has planned to discuss will be postponed until its next meeting on Monday. The senators are scheduled to meet at 7 p.m. every Wednesday in the Ballroom A of the Student Center. However, some of the scheduled meetings have been changed. The Senate, which normally meets twice a week, now will meet once a week because of the weather. The Senate can answer all questions about the location of senate meetings.

Vieth, Fischer try for ‘winning punch’

By Ed Lempera
Staff Writer

Vieth, Fischer in challenging Rose S. Vieth and Hans Fischer for the mayor's office, but voters won't see his name on the ballot.

Phillips, 56, a cab driver for the city's police department, is also seeking the Mayoral seat. He holds a bachelor's degree in sociology from SIU. Phillips was an emerging candidate last year, campaigning on the need for low-income housing in the city.

In a recent letter to the federal department of Housing and Urban Development about what has been called a "mishandling" of the issue, Daily Egyptian, Phillips explained his reasons for seeking an office that most people do not give him a chance of winning.

"I am a mayoral candidate, and I recognize that my request may be a far cry from political suicide," Phillips wrote. "However, if I did not enter the race because I wanted to hold office, but because I believe it is the right of every American to have decent housing, and because I want to see Carbondale deserve the title of an All-American city, Phillips' first public appearance came at a Carbondale City Council meeting on Feb. 26, where he told the council that his trailer at the Carbondale Mobile Homes trailer park had been destroyed by a March 21 tornado. He said he had been forced to live at the Bel Air Motel, where he said he found housing that he could afford.

"If somebody does not think there is any issue and will agree to put me, the Bel Air Motel or the King's Inn Motel and share his family with me, I am living in that corner because I can't get the bread together," Phillips told the Daily Egyptian.

In his letter to HUD, he requested that all federal funds to the city be withheld. However, he was assured no other issues in his campaign.

Petal power

A magnolia blossom opens its petals to welcome the warmth of the sun. The delicate pink and white blossoms adorn the numerous magnolia trees scattered about the campus. Magnolia trees are among the first to mark the arrival of spring. (Staff photo by Kent Krieger/Kashner)
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County tables appeal of court decision

By Linda Michaelson  
Staff Writer

A proposal to appeal a court decision ordering the Jackson County Board to stop interfering with the office of the county supervisor of tax assessments was tabled by the board at its Wednesday night meeting.

Assistant State's Attorney Bill Schattschneider, who attended the meeting, said the Appellate Court would issue a mandate ordering the board to carry out its order before the board can appeal the decision. The appeal would be filed with the state Supreme Court.

Tuition, fees key issues in GSC race

By Bill Crowe  
Staff Writer

Both of the two Graduate Student Council candidates for president identified the possibility of future increases in tuition and fees as the most important issue to address in Wednesday’s GSC election.

Candidates Gary Brown, the GSC’s history department representative, and Stan Irvin, Law School representative, said the GSC should direct its future protests of tuition and fee increases to Gov. James Thompson and the Illinois Board of Higher Education instead of University administrators.

“...I don’t think that [state] funding will keep up with inflation,” Brown said.

Brown added that higher education may be one of the first areas in which the state may attempt to make further budget cuts.

“The GSC has to work as a watchdog,” Brown explained.

Irvin, who has served as an intern on the staff of Rep. William Harris, D-Marion, said he feels he has the necessary lobbying experience to make an impact on state legislation.

“The GSC has a responsibility to graduate students to oppose all tuition and fee increases,” Irvin said. He added that the GSC should not just complain about the increases but actually go to the legislature to protest.

Brown has a GSC representative for two years and said he feels he has developed a solid relationship with many University administrators, including Warren Braudt, president; Bruce Swinburne, vice president for student affairs; John Guynon, dean of the Graduate School; and John Jackson, associate dean of the Graduate School.

Brown has been a GSC representative for two years and said he felt he has developed a solid relationship with many University administrators, including Warren Braudt, president; Bruce Swinburne, vice president for student affairs; John Guynon, dean of the Graduate School; and John Jackson, associate dean of the Graduate School.

Brown said he plans to focus on increasing educational opportunities for students.

For instance, he said he plans to work with the administration to increase the number of courses offered in the evenings.

Senators candidates submit statements

Editor’s Note: These statements, submitted by candidates for the student senate were inadvertently omitted from the issues of The Daily Egyptian published on Page 10 of Thursday’s Daily Egyptian. New statements from candidates are on page 5 of Friday’s Daily Egyptian. The Student Government elections will be held Wednesday.

Marco Menne  
President, Med

Rape prevention at SIU has been lacking. The GSA believes that the administration has not been concerned enough to take adequate steps to prevent rape.

Responsible use of some feasible night transport system is needed. A high-priced force should be utilized in addition to preventing rape, this would cut down on all kinds of vandalism, burglaries, and other warm-weather crimes.

A return to the previous grading system should also be considered. Often times, eight weeks is not enough time to ascertain one’s standing in a class. This system is unfair to the students who have to retake a test. The present system, although intended to toughen grading standards, significant problems to some students.

I believe all of these goals are feasible and fully within our reach.

Joseph Stoner  
Sophomore, Psychology

Coming from an Air Force family, I have developed a strong sense of duty towards my country. I believe that a politician must be a public servant, and that persons who are selected for such positions must consider the needs of the people.

I believe that my background, my experiences, and my abilities make me the right choice for the office of senator. My father has always taught me to do what is right and to work hard. I believe that these values are essential for any politician.

I have a strong sense of justice and I believe that it is important for a politician to be willing to stand up for what is right, even if it is not popular. I also believe that politicians must be willing to listen to the people they represent.

I am a strong advocate of education, and I believe that it is important for our elected officials to support education. I believe that education is the key to a brighter future for our country.
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Today, the Beach Boys; tomorrow, the Monkees?

Congratulations SIU, after nearly 20 years I finally get to see the Beach Boys. Thanks again SIU, after about 14 years I finally got to see the Grateful Dead. Maybe next semester we will get to see the Monkees.

Granted, the Beach Boys and the Grateful Dead have both had their heydays and they both helped shape rock music into what it is today, but that was yesterday.

The Beach Boys peaked musically about 15 years ago while the Grateful Dead peaked about 10 years ago.

Except for the excellent jazz concerts at the Shryock Auditorium, SIU is slightly behind the times musically. Springfest was exciting. Heart was energetic, and the Doobies were polished, but these rock articles have been around for quite a few years. To quote the Who's Pete Townshend, "The music must change."

There are many rock bands that have come out in the last one or two years that are shaping the sound of rock music for the eighties. Has the SIU concert committee ever heard of Eire Apparent or the Talking Heads or how about Blondie or the Cars? These are just a few of the many new rock bands that are a new sense, redefining rock and roll along new lines of creativity.

I don't know much about booking bands, but it would seem to me that SIU could get one or two of these new rock bands to play in the smaller auditoriums. If we could get them here today, I'm sure it would be considerably cheaper than booking them tomorrow and they will be playing in the halls and stadiums like the Arena.

I grabbed two glasses and stopped. "Wait a minute babe, I'm not taking that check here. Sorry sweetheart, you take it over there, pointing to the next counter.

Confused, I stepped aside and asked to cash my check. I was informed that checks were cashed only for the amount of purchase. What a surprise, since the night before I had a check cashed for above the amount of purchase.

I walked away in anger and left the bar. Check cashing policies should be consistent, and I feel establishments that are in direct contact with students should hire employees that are not so ignorant as to be unaware of common courtesies such as, 'please, thank you, step this way, can help you, etc.' Perhaps it was just an atrocity at the use of the "vocabulary of sexism." I am 'I do not resemble a dater."

I told him my name and told him to call me "Sweety." Especially not with a man that age, trying to look big in front of his cronies. As a consumer I have grown very angry with the "We've got your money, so get lost attitude."

Where's the respect?"

Jane L. Nichols
Senior, Child and Family

Senatorial candidate protests change in statement

I have requested that the Daily Egyptian print the following that was appearing in the SGAC Film notes, a part of the SGAC Bulletin that was appearing in the Daily Egyptian. The statement was made not by an editor or by a staff writer. She told me that she made the change because the phrase used did not fit her style of writing or the D/E editorial policy. The latter claim is false.

The printing of campaign statements is one of the few areas candidates have to express their views to all the students. I hope that in the future the Daily Egyptian will be more careful about adjusting these statements to their own style.

Brian J. Weborg
Juniors, Political Science

He's taking his business elsewhere

I am writing in response to the letters and articles that have appeared in the D/E concerning the SGAC Film program.

I am an ordinary part of SGAC Films. I have only attended three SGAC films since I came to SIU last year. I am not a film buff, by any means, but I do enjoy a good movie.

I have considered my rare attendance at SGAC a lack of interest in films generally. But on second thought, I realized my lack of interest was not films in general, but the SGAC films in particular. I have found that they regularly show foreign films, old classics, and drive-in films—none of which I would not like to see.

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

SIU should study coal use

A symposium on the future of SIU will be held in Carbondale April 3-11. As a working and paying staff member of the University community, I have a few ideas on the future of SIU.

There are two programs being implemented by the University which should be incorporated into the format of the symposium: the Coal Research Center and the environmental cleaning project which will be added the the Physical Plant's heating-cooling system.

I don't know what the University does look to the future and add to these programs a steam or coal firing generation which will decrease total dependence on energy from an outside utility company. The energy companies say they can't afford to take this waste into the plant and I have no problem, if so, we would probably end up with a deficit again for next year.

None of you have any idea how much time and energy that it takes to put together a program like scheduling films for the year. After we get our hands on Koons' records we left to do some studying. Even if he had been there he could have done nothing about it.

If you think we wasted your money, come and get involved and see what can be done. I can't see an 'S' in that at all as saying that I challenge you. and would that you ever do what we have done. I don't know if so, we would probably end up with a deficit again for next year.

The people here in SGAC do the very best in offering a variety of film activities with the funds we have. The funds may seem like a lot, but we in fact receive less money than any other school in Illinois (except for SIU). It is our job and we do our best, and so should you. Don't forget, we are students also.

Steven Coo
SGAC Chairman

Film criticism just talk

I am writing this note in defense of Alan Thatcher, but to further strengthen my opinion of the students at SIU, I would like to point out some facts about a few friends at Koonce. Robert Matayek, Cathy Richter.

Talk is cheap, and a lot of SIUs, even Schwaeb, could learn a lesson from the palace of students who provide other students with the opportunity for input mainly through the committees. To me, open discussion even in the absence of the exception of Koonce attending a couple of times a week, is what the committee at the University does. I think the support of the films being shown by the films committee.

Another outlet for you third and everyone else (except Koonce) would have been to apply for chairperson of the Films Committee next year. But to do this you must attend meetings. The position was advertised, but I don't see your applications.

Mr. Matejek, the films committee has broken last year's attendance records and I have the documents to prove it. Even though people often did not include yourself and some of your immediate peers, do enjoy and are attending the films program.

We are sorry that we can't ask and make every one of the 22,000 plus students here totally happy. To do this, we would probably have to schedule 22,000 films. Last year's film program went several thousand dollars in the hole, leaving Alan with less than one-third of his allocated budget to work with. Since last fall, that figure has been erased and the films committee will get a fresh start next year, being allowed the entire amount allocated for programming.

I believe this is the year you had to come early just to get a seat!

And Ms. Richter, for your information, the attendees were реклам and we were renting it from and we could do nothing about it, "Saturday Night Fever" is a good film and instead of balking at the high admission price, we decided not to have a "Free for All" but to charge auditorium prices as far as "Girlfriends" is concerned, an amphibian weir after Alan. After seeing the film, we had no choice but to left to do some studying. Even if he had been there he could have done nothing about it.

If you think we wasted your money, come on and get involved and see what can be done. I can't see an 'S' in that at all as saying that I challenge you. and would that you ever do what we have done. I don't know if so, we would probably end up with a deficit again for next year.

None of you have any idea how much time and energy that it takes to put together a program like scheduling films for the year. After we get our hands on Koons' records we left to do some studying. Even if he had been there he could have done nothing about it.

The people here in SGAC do the very best in offering a variety of film activities with the funds we have. The funds may seem like a lot, but we in fact receive less money than any other school in Illinois (except for SIU). It is our job and we do our best, and so should you. Don't forget, we are students also.

Steve Coo
SGAC Chairman
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Presidential candidates' statements

Felder's Note: These are the statements of the declared candidates running in the Student Senate presidential race, the Page 1 of Friday's Review. The other 15 declared candidates are not represented.

Presidential race

Pete Alexander, President Candidate
Charles Starnes, Vice-President Candidate

I. Pete Alexander, a senior in agricultural engineering, is a candidate for student government president and vice president of the Student Senate. Because I am an agricultural engineer, I am excited to serve as an advocate for students who are studying on the East Campus. We simply need to get involved in such areas.

We believe that the Student Government more accurately represents the student body in its current proposal. We seek to continue the current proposal process to update the student body on the current proposal process. We work to ensure that the student body is involved in such areas.

I. Pete Alexander, President Candidate
Charles Starnes, Vice-President Candidate

- The introduction of a GSE first and second-place finishers.

I. Pete Alexander, President Candidate
Charles Starnes, Vice-President Candidate

- An office for the student trustee will be established in a governance and advocacy body—where meals are available. We believe this will provide better representation of student interest.
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Field shines in 'textile worker' film

By Nick Dana

Despite nearly coming across as a public relations film promoting textile workers' unions, "Norma Rae" is a sensitive departure from the plight of America's common worker class.

Hanna Barrett of NBC-TV likened "Norma Rae" to Rocky; Sylvester Stallone's box office hit. I feel to agree with her. Like Rocky, Norma Rae is an underdog character struggling to reach a goal. At that point, however, the similarity ends; for Norma Rae is actually much more believable film featuring characters with more real feelings than those in "Rocky.

While "Rocky" was a fantasy tale about a two-bit boxer's chance for stardom, "Norma Rae" is the more believable story of the plight of the lower-class working people of a small Southern town and the strong-willed woman who fights to improve their lives.

The redneck town revolves around the OP-Henry Textile Mill which, like a feudal lord, practically owns the local people. Nearly the entire population works at the mill under conditions which are both oppressive for the mill and the workers are paid well below the minimum wage and are driven mercilessly by their tyrannical bosses.

Among these laborers is Norma Rae and her husband, Tom, who work for the mill most of their lives. Sally Field is surprisingly superb in the role, and one wonders what an actress of such depth was doing in a dull like "Smokey and the Bandit."

Field's performance in "Norma Rae" is at the same high quality as her award winning portrayal of Sylvia in the TV special of the same name. As Sylvia, she played a girl with which character personality. Norma Rae's character is not nearly as diverse, but she does have a few distinct sides to her personality. She wears on the surface to be just another 12-year-old redneck, awkward mother of two children, and one of whom is illegitimate, who works at a textile mill, uses crude language and smokes around. As we soon find out in the film, however, Norma Rae also has a strong moral. She values friendship, she is a good mother and wife, and above all, she is willing to fight for what she believes is right. And Field is so convincing that we want to fight right along with her.

For all Norma Rae's passion and determination, however, she is lost in the picture without an intriguing character named Bev. Bev, a union organizer for Textile Workers Union of America, Ron Leibman is effective as Bev. He is only because he makes the film more realistic. And Field and Bev form a team whose spirit infects the audience by the end of the film. The only real problem with "Norma Rae" is that it seems kind of wasteful to wrap such emotional performances around a story about organizing a textile workers' union. Even if "Norma Rae" is a bit untrue public relations play, though, it is worth the trouble to see for the sheer enjoyment of watching Field at her best.

Sally Field plays the title role in "Norma Rae," the story of a textile mill worker who struggles to improve her life.

The film has the potential for being as powerful as "Rocky" and Field is superb. It is surprising that we feel so strongly about the film instead of being blase to it, all day and all night.

Working-class lady in a working-class town who struggles to improve her life. The film has the potential for being as powerful as "Rocky" and Field is superb. It is surprising that we feel so strongly about the film instead of being blase to it, all day and all night.
The play represents the struggle of men over power. The play itself was written superbly, with realistic and often amusing dialogue. Though the Menges attention to detail, the era and feel of the times is also successfully portrayed. The set design was radically original. It is constructed on four levels, each a half-foot above the other in a circular progression. The only props are two desks, a few chairs, and many carpeted blocks at different heights. The blocks serve as many different things: chairs, couches, and boxes. The era is lost in the semi-futuristic design through the use of past furniture and consistent earthy colors.

WINNER of Academy Awards

BEST PICTURE
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SUPPORTING ACTOR
BEST FILM EDITING
BEST SOUND

ROBERT DE NIRO
A MICHAEL CIMINO FILM
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THE DEER HUNTER
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Hershey taking precautions after accident at nuclear plant

By William Glenz
AP Business Writer

As you would expect, there's a lot of milk in milk chocolate.

So when the nation's most serious nuclear accident released radiation into the air, milk from Hershey Foods Corp. on East Chocolate Avenue late last month, there was an obvious question:

"Is the milk all right?" asked Hershey Executive Vice President William Darden, who satisfies his sweet tooth by eating chocolate every day.

The company also wondered whether Americans scared by the acute fear at the Three Mile Island nuclear power plant might stop buying Hershey bars. Both Hershey and store managers said of candy bars that had not happened.

In milk, 14 gallons a day, was a ticklish problem.

The news says 14 percent of that milk comes from farms within 30 miles of the power plant. The residue of radioactivity within Hershey traditionally has kept them secret; how much milk goes into its chocolate bars has not been known.

State officials say radiation levels in samples of milk taken in the area of the nuclear power plant have ranged from 34 to 350 becquerels (bequerel is a measure of radiation) in recent months.

Darden said, in an interview, the firm does not plan an advertising campaign assuring the public its products are wholesome. But the company sent a letter to employees and shareholders saying its facilities and products are "safe and free of radioactive contamination."

"We are carefully monitoring all products leaving our plant," said the letter. "You can have complete confidence that all products we manufacture are absolutely safe and that we will take every precaution to ensure the continuing safety of all our products."

The White House, while not naming Hershey, also issued a statement saying the "milk leaves the Three Mile Island area to be prepared, tested, packaged and stored as the food products that are available to the other places in the U.S.

Hershey's 1,500 employees were calm during the incident. "Over 90 percent of our workforce was on duty by the Tuesday after the accident," said Darden. "There was no more absenteeism than there would be on a normal day.

Darden said, "at the beginning, there were people who were concerned that Hershey's customers might not be because customers were healthy over the safety of the company's product and other products. But there have been no sales cancellations since then, he said.

A spot check by the Associated Press found no instance where customers had steered clear of Hershey chocolate out of fear of radiation.

"I just finished eating a chocolate bar and I'm not glowing," quipped one Wall Street analyst who follows Hershey's fortunes.

The news in Hershey of milk tests and changes in production schedules are "not significant," said Darden, who declined to say exactly how much the testing and other items have cost.

Health officials' main fear has been that milk from the Harrisburg area may contain radioactive iodine-131, a compound that can travel through the air to pastures where cows graze. The compound then can travel through cows' milk to the human thyroid gland. An overdose of the radioactive material could cause cancer.

How to buy a personal computer.

There's only one smart place to buy a personal computer: from your local computer expert.

Look to your Apple II dealer for efficient product demonstration and knowledgeable answers to your questions.

We have the software and peripherals you want, and we'll be on hand when you need advice and service after the sale.

You can rely on our local computer expertise. We're your Apple II dealer.

Jobs on Campus

The following jobs for student workers have been listed by the office of Student Work and Financial Assistance:

The Bang-Up: A student must be enrolled full time and have a current FAFSA Statement on file with the Office of Student Work and Financial Assistance. Application forms should be made up personally in the Student Work Office, Wood Hall, third floor.

Jobs available as of April 1:

* Typist six openings, morning work block, three openings, afternoon work block, four openings, to be arranged.

** Typist six openings. Will be doing reception duties. Time: mornings or afternoons, work block, four openings, to be arranged.

* Typist opening for a typist. Will be doing reception duties. Time: mornings or afternoons, work block, four openings, to be arranged.

** Typist opening for a typist. Will be doing reception duties. Time: mornings or afternoons, work block, four openings, to be arranged.

Correction

Interviewers from Usery Drug, Inc., will be on campus Tuesday April 17. It is talk to seniors interested in the firm's management trainee program. The company incorrectly listed April 12 at the interview date on the advertisement published in the Daily Egyptian. Application forms may be made up at the Placement Office, Wood Hall.

They couldn't have celebrated happier anniversaries if they were married to each other.

Ellen Burstyn Alan Alda

"Same Time, Next Year"

Directed by ROBERT NUGAN

"The original space man!"

Buck Rogers swings back to earth and leads it on the 25th Century!

"BUCK ROGERS - THE 25TH CENTURY"

THE ROCKY HORROR PICTURE SHOW

-JESUS CHRIST SUPERSTAR

-PRODUCE ADULT & STUDENT PRICES FOR TWILIGHT SHOW TICKETS I LIMITED TO SEATING.
"I've got Pabst Blue Ribbon on my mind."
Gasoline available, but at record prices
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite a slight restriction on fuel allocations in some areas, gasoline was generally available to motorists around the country, the National Automobile Association said this week.

However, in a statement released

by its national headquarters here, the AAA said motorists are paying a record price for gas.

The AAA said its survey of approximately 4,300 service stations showed average full-service prices to be 72.2 cents per gallon for regular grade gasoline, 90.8 for premium and 94.9 for unleaded.

Variety of foods available in China
ranges from fast food to Peking duck

Editor's note: This is the last in a series of articles written by Timothy J. Tung, a reporter in China. Tung informs guests that in order to accommodate them, they are in a hurry, especially when the runway is on occasion, this dining room serves only Kuan Fung fast foods.

The meal consists of tea, soup, a combination plate of cold fish, barbecued chicken, scrambled eggs, and steamed bread. It is enjoyed mainly by the upper classes and people in China, as well as its nationwide.
Cattle, hog rustling on upswing

By Charles Roberts.

Scaring prices in live cattle and hogs, as well as high costs for feed in the supermarket, are whetting the appetites of modern day rustlers.

"When prices go up, we generally see a bit of an increase in smaller numbers,' he said. "If there are two or three head," says Kenneth Metcalf, Illinois Division of Criminal Investigation supervisor for the state's southern counties.

You've got to look at the prices of these animals," he said. "Hogs are on a downswing now, but they're still up to a pretty good price." He added that "cattle are up to a pretty good price." Metcalf said it is "the same old thing. Where it's available, somebody's going to take a crack at it."

Although authorities say livestock rustling for resale or private consumption apparently isn't on the upswing now, there have been cases reported to investigators.

Last month, for instance, three hogs weighing 750 pounds were reported stolen from Farmer Everett Baker of near Highland. He said Madison County sheriff's deputies had put 14 hogs in a pen behind his house to take them to market. When he was ready, there were missing.

And Linn County authorities arrested Larry Burnett of Cobden last month, charging him with theft and possession of stolen goods.

Capt. Jim Nash of the sheriff's department said Burnett was arrested March 2 as he drove a loaded cattle truck.

Nash estimates that including the 23 head of cattle Burnett is alleged to have taken, farmers in Linn County have lost as much as $30,000 in livestocks since the first of the year.

"I talked to several sheriffs all over the country about this deal," said Nash in an interview. "There's a big problem."

Nash explains that rustlers are "getting to be quite popular. They're really organized in some cases."

"It's not all that difficult if you're a farmer or know livestock," Metcalf agrees.

"Generally, it's the guy who lives in a rural area and is aware of how the animals and knows where he can get rid of animals," said the state investigator.

What the rustlers are looking for, he said, is farms that have "a castle or hog operation normally away from where there is a residence."

The owner may live down the road, but one right at the place the animals are located. With the reduction in the family farm operation as a national trend, these houses are being torn down, but sometimes valuable hog-raising buildings are not left there. Jewel thieves and other urban burglarize some where they can peddle their loot, and Metcalf says rustlers do, too.

"To some degree, there are "fences" and some farmers will hog these animals from them."

Law enforcement officers complain that the reluctance of some farmers to brand their livestock or identify them in some other way, such as notching the ears, causes headedness when the animals are found.

Metcalf explained that some rustlers get rid of animals at livestock sale barns.

Barn operators, he said, "have no way of knowing in most cases if this person owes them. It's a situation where you or I could be in head of livestock on a movement shing. They don't have to show ownership."
Sailing Club's racers practice, renew skills in training session

By Paula Donner  Staff Writer

Great weather was observed all over the world by person of the Christian faith as Jesus Christ was crucified on the cross.

In addition, Friday and Saturday will be the annual national intercollegiate championship. There will be one of the largest racing areas for a school in the Midwest.

This year, Midwest schools gathered to practice under the leadership of Great Fisher, a member of Columbia, Ohio. Fisher is an ex-American sailer and has two national intercollegiate championships.

He is one of the top skippers in the world and has led SUI's four best racers. Fisher has 25 trophies, a megaphone and the white sail caught full wind and shot ahead.

Worship service planned to observe Good Friday

By Paula Donner  Staff Writer

Quarterly observance is observed all over the world by person of the Christian faith as Jesus Christ was crucified on the cross.

In addition, Friday and Saturday will be the annual national intercollegiate championship. There will be one of the largest racing areas for a school in the Midwest.

This year, Midwest schools gathered to practice under the leadership of Great Fisher, a member of Columbia, Ohio. Fisher is an ex-American sailer and has two national intercollegiate championships.

He is one of the top skippers in the world and has led SUI's four best racers. Fisher has 25 trophies, a megaphone and the white sail caught full wind and shot ahead.

Easter sunrise service set for 5:20 a.m. at Bald Knob

The Alto Pass Cross of Peace which will be held at the annual Easter Sunrise Service beginning at 7 a.m. Sunday on Bald Knob Mountain.

The service will be held under the Cross of Peace which was built in 1981. The Rev. William L. Lively of Mahanoy City, Pa., who is the president of the Cross of Peace, will deliver the sermon. The Rev. L. Lively of Mahanoy City, Pa., who is the president of the Cross of Peace, will deliver the sermon. The Rev. L. Lively of Mahanoy City, Pa., who is the president of the Cross of Peace, will deliver the sermon. The Rev. L. Lively of Mahanoy City, Pa., who is the president of the Cross of Peace, will deliver the sermon.

The service will be held under the Cross of Peace which was built in 1981. The Rev. William L. Lively of Mahanoy City, Pa., who is the president of the Cross of Peace, will deliver the sermon. The Rev. L. Lively of Mahanoy City, Pa., who is the president of the Cross of Peace, will deliver the sermon.

The service will be held under the Cross of Peace which was built in 1981. The Rev. William L. Lively of Mahanoy City, Pa., who is the president of the Cross of Peace, will deliver the sermon. The Rev. L. Lively of Mahanoy City, Pa., who is the president of the Cross of Peace, will deliver the sermon.
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WASH YOUR CAR, FREE!
If your car displays a
bumper sticker

be at Don, Shell, Grand & Wall
from
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Saturday April 14
(Cars without a sticker will cost 50c)

"BE THERE"

Silverball
tonight & Saturday

MONDAY — FULL SWING AHEAD

How to Buy a New Car

... AND SAVE MONEY TOO.
... BY FINANCING YOUR NEXT NEW CAR WITH
SIU EMPLOYEES CREDIT UNION

9.6% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE CAR LOAN PAYMENTS

The 9.6% rate is available when the customer has at least 20% down payment or trade-in.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Financed</th>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Payments</th>
<th>Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$2000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$ 44.00</td>
<td>$300.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$ 64.16</td>
<td>$443.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$ 84.24</td>
<td>$586.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$104.32</td>
<td>$730.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10% ANNUAL PERCENTAGE RATE CAR LOAN PAYMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount Financed</th>
<th>Months</th>
<th>Payments</th>
<th>Interest</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$2000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$ 5 43.43</td>
<td>$199.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$ 7 64</td>
<td>$387.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$10 25</td>
<td>$582.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$5000</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>$12 86</td>
<td>$780.56</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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You were down to half a jar of peanut butter. Then Dad's check arrived.

Now comes Miller time.
Softball foes 'top-notch;' hitting isn't.

By Ella Bailey
Staff Writer

The women's softball team will be facing its toughest test before the state tournament at the Illinois State Invitational this weekend. Bruce Breitenbecher said Thursday, "we're talking about high potential competition. Breitenbecher said of the in-season field. These are top-notch teams.

In their pool, the Salukis will be playing Michigan State, Western Michigan, Southeast Missouri State and Eastern Illinois. The tournament play is divided into two pools and the two top teams in each pool advance to the semifinals.

The Indiana University Hoosiers, who defeated the Salukis last weekend, 8-7, and who are the defending champions of the tournament, are in the second pool. Also in the second pool are Central Michigan, Illinois State last week 1-0; Illinois State Northern Illinois and Illinois College Community.

Golfers go for 2nd win at Bradley

By Ella Bailey
Staff Writer

Hoping for better weather and a chance to redeem themselves, the Saluki golfers travel to the Bradley Invitational in Loma Linda, California this weekend. The Salukis played what Coach Walt Smith considered "mediocre" from scrimmage to scorching heat, with temperatures reaching 10 to 12 miles per hour winds last week.

Lady golfers try to get started again at Illini tourney

Members of the women's golf team again will try to open their season Friday and Saturday when they compete in the University of Illinois Invitational at Champaign.

Sandy Lemon, a junior, will lead the Salukis this week's tourney as Lemon faces the burden of trying to replace the RAW national tournament. Lemon must average 79 to qualify for four medals. Also competing will be Leilic Armstrong, Sue Parks, Pens Winters and Judy Strohm. Lemon will experiment in the team, which played with the organization's first practice match and won. The Salukis were forced to cancel last week's exhibition with Western Kentucky University and Illinois State. The teams were scheduled to be added to the schedule later on and the Salukis are the only team along with Illinois State April 3 at Crab Orchard Golf Course.

Rocknradio Tuesday Night All Star Variety Show

The Rocknradio Tuesday Night All Star Variety Show presents Comedy Night starring Southern Illinois' funniest people. Auditions to appear "LIVE" at Coo Coo's will be held April 10th at 10 p.m. at Coo Coo's. All types of comedy are acceptable.

COMEDIANS

So you think you're funny. Friends call you wild and crazy and you say all you need is a microphone and an audience? Well here is your big break in show business. We'll give you just that. Then it's up to you...You'll never know unless you try. For information call S.I. Bowl & Coo Coo's at 985-3575 anytime.

Located in the S.I. Bowling & Recreation Center, New St. 13, Carterville

THE GOLD MINE

Delicious Deep Pan Pizza by the Slice or Pie

Golfers go for 2nd win at Bradley

By Ella Bailey
Staff Writer

Hoping for better weather and a chance to redeem themselves, the Saluki golfers travel to the Bradley Invitational in Loma Linda, California this weekend. The Salukis played what Coach Walt Smith considered "mediocre" from scrimmage to scorching heat, with temperatures reaching 10 to 12 miles per hour winds last week.

Lady golfers try to get started again at Illini tourney

Members of the women's golf team again will try to open their season Friday and Saturday when they compete in the University of Illinois Invitational at Champaign.

Sandy Lemon, a junior, will lead the Salukis this week's tourney as Lemon faces the burden of trying to replace the RAW national tournament. Lemon must average 79 to qualify for four medals. Also competing will be Leilic Armstrong, Sue Parks, Pens Winters and Judy Strohm. Lemon will experiment in the team, which played with the organization's first practice match and won. The Salukis were forced to cancel last week's exhibition with Western Kentucky University and Illinois State. The teams were scheduled to be added to the schedule later on and the Salukis are the only team along with Illinois State April 3 at Crab Orchard Golf Course.

Rocknradio Tuesday Night All Star Variety Show presents Comedy Night starring Southern Illinois' funniest people. Auditions to appear "LIVE" at Coo Coo's will be held April 10th at 10 p.m. at Coo Coo's. All types of comedy are acceptable.

COMEDIANS

So you think you're funny. Friends call you wild and crazy and you say all you need is a microphone and an audience? Well here is your big break in show business. We'll give you just that. Then it's up to you...You'll never know unless you try. For information call S.I. Bowl & Coo Coo's at 985-3575 anytime.

Located in the S.I. Bowling & Recreation Center, New St. 13, Carterville

ATTENTION CARBONDALE RESIDENTS

The following list shows some of the items in the statement of economic interests filed with the Jackson County Clerk by Mayor candidate Hans Fischer Dec. 27, 1978 (Fischer-Stein Assoc., Inc., Fischer majority stockholder).

The Following Entity Paid in Excess of $1000.00.

Gordon Parrish Enterprises
Re: North Murdale (New Era Plaza) development.

The Following Entity Paid in Excess of $3000.00.

Goss-Havens Realty
Re: Various projects in Carbondale and Southern Illinois.

Jackson Housing Authority
Murfyboro, Ill.

Re: Housing Rehabilitation
Murfyboro, Ill.

Capital Dev. Board
Springfield, Ill.

Dept. of Transportation Projects
Carbondale, Olney, Shawneetown, Albion, Ill.

General Services Admin.
Chicago, Ill.

Federal Office Building
Carbondale, Ill.

Will this Mayoral Candidate Work for All of the Carbondale Citizens' Best Interests?

Sponsored by Robert Jurich
507 N. Carico, Carbondale, IL 62901
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Joe Croft, a 5-foot-10, 175-pound junior running back, 15th in last week's Saluki football scrimmage. About nine backs are battling for playing time and starting spots on the 1979 squad. Herb Weism and Larry Robinson lead the depth chart at tailback. At fullback, Michael Coleman, Vic Harrison, М llen Carson and Croft are at the top of the charts. Practice ends with the annual spring game April 28. (Staff photos by Randy Blash)

Diver reaches new 'heights'
By Cindy Nerase
Student Writer

Peter Hoffman, a diving scholar, failed to qualify for nationals this season in his chosen sport.

But that hasn't stopped her. She still has a chance to qualify for the national meet in track — in the high jump. When the Salukis travel to Champaign Saturday for the University of Illinois Invitational, Hoffman again will try to meet the national-qualifying standard.

Last week, Hoffman set a school record in the high jump. She jumped 5-8 in her first track meet for the Salukis. That mark tied her with teammate June Winston for first place and was one inch short of the qualifying standard.

The 19-year-old sophomore has not been asked to make a high jump since her high school days in Godfrey. But with the help of her coach, Olympic bronze medalist in the pole vault and high jump assistant for the men's team, Hoffman believes she has a chance to become a national-caliber jumper.

The national meet is May 17 at Evanston, Ill. "I want to be at nationals," she said. "I'd like to place at least last year's meet, and I think I can do that." That mark is exactly a half-foot taller than Hoffman's. She is 5-foot-4.

Hoffman said she prefers diving to high jumping. Although her talent appears to be on the track, "diving means a lot more to me," she said. "But jumping is a lot easier. It doesn't take as much concentration because there is only one technique to learn. It is mainly just running."

Hoffman has increased the height on her jump by four inches since her last meet at a high school event. Then, she was jumping well above 6 feet. "Once you jump over your head, it gets so much easier," she said. "You don't have as much to fear after that — jumping in three-quarters mental anyway. Once you pass that mark, you can really improve."

Hoffman said her jumping has been aided greatly by Johnson, who recently taught her how to 'curve her knees to the back.'

"Before, I was just running and trying to get over the bar," Hoffman said. "I didn't have a coach in high school — it just came natural to me. Jan taught me my approach and it has really helped."

UNITED STATES A.T.P. — Actor Peter Ustinov has received the U.N.T.E.F. award for distinguished volunteer service.

Three Salukis in A.U. swim meet
Saluki swimmers Greg Porter and Roger Voelkmann and diver Rick Theobald will compete in the A.U. swimming and diving championships this weekend in Long Beach, Calif. and in Austin, Texas.

Porter and Voelkmann will be competing for spots on the Pan American Games and World University Games teams at Long Beach. The top two swimmers in each event will qualify for the team.

Theobald, who missed the entire season because of a broken leg, will represent the Salukis at the A.U. diving meet at Austin.

Do Something
For Your Career:
Investigate Learning
To Fly With Our
Special DISCOVERY
FLIGHT... Only $10.00!

If you want to give your career a boost, come on board for the Saturday, April 14, GSC's Bird Flight Program in the most exciting and personally rewarding system in the world. When you receive your 'ticket,' you are automatically entitled to our special DISCOVERY FLIGHT. When you have earned your Private Pilot's license, you're eligible to enter the $500.00 Tropicus Sweepstakes. See us for complete details. No purchase necessary. Visit where you previously saw us. Plus, by detaching the coupon and mailing it to the address below you will receive a free copy of 'The Answer Book.' Enjoy the refreshing days of spring and summer and gain a lifetime skill. Learn to fly with...

WOODRUFF AVIATION COMPANY
Southern Illinois Airport Plaza One Box 402
Carbondale, Illinois 62901
Opening May 1st

WOODRUFF AVIATION CO

Name ___________________________
City ___________________________
Phone ___________________________

Coupon good for one free copy 'The Answer Book'

GRADUATE STUDENT COUNCIL
NOTICE OF ELECTIONS
FOR APRIL 11, 1979

The GSC will hold its annual elections for 1979-1980 in the Illinois Room, Student Center, 8 p.m.

A list of qualified voters will be posted at the Graduate Student Council Office.

The ballots will contain the names of the following candidates:

PRESIDENT
STAN IRVIN, LAW SCHOOL

GARY R. BROWN, HISTORY

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT
PATRICK MELIA, HIGHER EDUCATION

GRADUATE COUNCIL (5 seats)
PAT OSTENBURG, CHEMISTRY
BURT HANCOCK, CIM
TACO HOMBURG, LINGUISTICS TED KALTHOFF, HIGHER EDUCATION

Further nominations may be made at the April 11, 1979 meeting. Copies of the Election Laws are available at the GSC Office.

For the Election Commission:
Cindy Michaelson
Earl Bracey
Austin Randolph
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**Salukis open seven-game trip at Indiana State**

By Gerry Bills

Winnin g on the road is an important part of baseball. If a team does well on the road it's an indication of how good they really are. Road wins can be the factor leading to a successful season in the Valley.

In the past few seasons, SIU has done well on the road. That has been an important reason for the success of Saluki teams in the past few seasons as well.

Starting this weekend, the success this spring's Salukis will face will be tested by a seven-game, six-day road trip. The trip will begin with a three-game set with McNeese State, then play David Lipscomb in Nashville, Tenn., in a double-header Saturday afternoon.

After the series with the Sycamores, SIU will travel to ISU-Edwardsville for a double-header then play Illinois. The team will then take a break before traveling to Champaign for the rivalry Indiana State game on Friday, the first single game of the weekend at Terre Haute, followed by a doubleheader Saturday afternoon.

According to Coach Ichey Jones, "We've been working on the road ever since we began as a team. It will be a short break, but we need it. It will give us a chance to catch our breath."

This might be a tough time coming up for us, but every game is important. We need to work things out a little forward."

Tracksters have statistical edge over Illinois, but...**

By David Gabrick

Statistics don't lie. Or so the old saying goes.

But results put life and rocketbook on the lineup when they get. A prime factor in the equation that they choose to parlay money is statistics. College scouts crave them when scouting whom to recruit.

And so on a sun-kissed, warm Thursday, the "odds makers" were at work over in the Arena, figuring points for Saturday's noon McAndrew Stadium clash between Illinois and Illinois Valley. The line...SIU in a comfortable win.

"Track Coach Lew Hartzog would scoff at such a conclusion. The man who believes in "super" efforts and in the reincarnation of dowtown tracksters checks statistics away like paper waste when it comes to the SIU-Illinois track meet. True, they may not lie. But they can be misinterpreted. What was supposed to be a close meet a year ago turned into a SIU romp, 109-10-23-22."

"This year the statistics favor the Salukis, who are seeded ahead of the Illini in the majority of the events. SIU should gather a bushel basket of trophies in the hammer, javelin, discus and javelin, where veterans Stan Podolski and John Marks anchor the field. Tracy Hosler, a freshman, has been a big surprise in the javelin, chucking the spear 236 this season."

The Salukis will be at full capacity for the first time this season against Illinois. Gary Hunter, Marks, Paul Craig and Karsten Schulz all passed physiological tests in the meet against Illinois. Mark Bos is ready to go after missing the Illinois meet because of a pulled hamstring. Kevin Moore will make his 1979 outdoor debut in the 800-meter run.

The Illini are off to a slow start outdoors in 1979. Weather has been the primary reason. Mark "Taypov" is more inclined to indulge in intense feelings involved in the rivalry could do the same thing.

If such happens, statistics are worth no more than fool's gold. Statistics are, after all, statistics.

**Large movements of fish beginning at spillways**

Last week I made an error in the column concerning be combination hunter/fisherman at home - an error that was $10 when in fact it is $11.25. Sorry about that.

This week, I'd like to relate an experience a friend and I had while fishing last weekend. Maybe we all can benefit from it.

It was on the weekend that I was fishing on the south tail of Little Grassy Lake when a thunderstorm hit. Usually, I like to fish during storms. But this time it was too menacing. I was throwing a lot of lightning around so we decided to get off the lake and seek shelter. We sat on shore waiting for the storm to pass. The lightning was so intense we could scarcely see the water. We were called out, and received a response.

We took off across the lake in my boat and headed to the north shore where we first saw the storm coming across the lake and surmised that the shore was where the fish would be called out, and received a response.

If you are lost, control the urge to turn around and head back to where you came from. The most important thing is not to panic. Rationally figure out where you stand and plan an intelligent course of action.

The major cause of death among lost hikers is hypothermia. This is a lowering of the body temperature through exosom to adverse weather conditions. Rusk, author of "The Master Backpacker," writes: "If a person is caught in a rainstorm wearing only cotton clothing--even in summer--he is in imminent danger of hypothermia."

If, for example, the temperature is 50 degrees and a breeze of 20 mph is blowing, he has only about 45 minutes before the onset of symptoms. Spring weather in Southern Illinois trends to change suddenly and the outside doors person always should be prepared for the worst. If you plan any extensive outings with nature I suggest you read Motoney's book or carry it with you on your expeditions.

Now back to fishing. Conditions definitely are improving and last weekend was a positive indicator of things to come. Between Friday and Saturday more than 30 legal-size bass were landed in my boat alone.

All the fish taken were very lightly colored, indicating that they had just recently come up from deep water. Also, we caught three or four fish in the same place, one after the other, which is another positive indicator of largespotted bass. The bass are starting to school now; however, a strong cold front will still turn them off and send them running for deep water. Large movements of fish also indicate that the spillways in the SIU area soon will be very productive for all you shorebound fishermen. Try Crab Orchard Spillway first. There are largemouth bass, striped bass, crappie and carp here. They are being taken on live bait as well as artificials. The carp are being taken on artificial lures on the bottom.

By the way, don't put down Mr. Carp. Hooking a five- or six-pound carp will test any angler's skill. They are strong fish and will fight to the end. Although carp are not spectacular leapers, they still are a lot of fun, especially when fighting is at its boiling point.

Devil's Kitchen Spillway also is productive and is one of the few places in the area where trout can be taken. Trout also are located above the dam in the main lake. Red wigglers worms on the bottom work well and a flyrod can be an excellent device to take these trout.

Use dry flies with brown, gray and white patterns. If you do not own a flyrod, you can use a spinning reel. Throw a dry fly on your line and attach a clear plastic float to keep your bait from going too deep. The bobber will enable you to cast the fly a great distance and also give you an idea of what's going on at the end of your line. A sudden movement of the bobber down or off to one side indicates that it is time to set the hook.

Mepp's spinners in the 6-1/2 sizes also work well on the run around, and a piece of worm on the spinners improves their productivity even more. Little Crab Orchard Spillway has not yet been very productive.